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Washington, DC—Scott D. Delacourt, partner in Wiley Rein’s prominent

Telecom, Media & Technology (TMT) Practice, will serve as co-chair of

the Practising Law Institute’s (PLI) 36th Annual Institute on

Telecommunications Policy & Regulation. The two-day program will be

held December 6-7 at the Washington Hilton, 1919 Connecticut

Avenue NW.

Mr. Delacourt will also moderate a discussion with FCC Commissioner

Brendan Carr on December 6 at 4:45 p.m. Commissioner Carr will

provide general insights on the second year of the Administration,

including process and regulatory reform; what’s ahead for 2019; and

where the Federal Communications Commission should be focusing

its efforts.

The program is presented by PLI in cooperation with the Federal

Communications Bar Association. This premier conference on

telecommunications policy and regulation features a faculty of top

practitioners, in-house counsel from telecommunications

organizations, and senior officials from the FCC who will provide

attendees with in-depth understanding of current issues facing the

telecommunications industry today.
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PLI offers discounts for groups of 4-14 from the same organization, all registering at the same time. For further

discount information, please contact membership@pli.edu or call (800) 260-4PLI.

To read more about the conference, please click here.

Wiley Rein has the largest TMT law practice in the country with more than 60 attorneys and engineers

engaged full time in the practice. The TMT Practice encompasses virtually all aspects of the federal, state, and

international laws governing the telecommunications, media, and technology sectors. The Wiley Rein team is

committed to understanding the implications of technology and industry changes for our clients, as evidenced

by a team of engineers who are integrated into the firm’s legal and policy capabilities.
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